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Renew

Assessing the program

• Conduct a self assessment of your diabetes
education program

• Mission and vision
• Program goals and outcomes
• Gaps and holes
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Benefits of DSME
•
•
•
•

Improves clinical measures
reduces complications
improves patient quality of life
reduces health care system
utilization and costs.
– fewer hospitalizations
– lower direct medical costs
– positive return on investment

Benefits of DSME: 8/5/15
• 120 programs
• Randomized control trials
• Improved A1c
–
–
–
–

85.7% programs had improved A1c
Over all sites: 0.57 drop
Greatest reduction when A1c >9%
Greater reduction in sites providing >10 hours (0.69 vs 0.46)

Martin, A., & Lipman, R. (2013). The future of diabetes education: Expanded opportunities and roles
for diabetes educators. The Diabetes Educator, 39(4), 436-446

Who is getting diabetes education?

Who is getting diabetes education?

CDC reports on adults with diabetes and private insurance
2011-2012

CDC reports on adults with diabetes and private insurance
2011-2012

7% within
one year
of
diagnosis

http://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/pdf/wk/mm6346.pdf

4% with
Medicare

Accessed Dec 10, 2014

???

7% within
one year
of
diagnosis

http://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/pdf/wk/mm6346.pdf

4% with
Medicare

Opportunity

Accessed Dec 10, 2014

Powers, et al (2015). The Diabetes Educator, 41(4), 417-430
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You are a Rock Star Teacher
• You have an active on-going support program
• Your schedule has more follow up appointments
than new patients.
• How to increase the number of new patients?

AADE research shows Diabetes Education is highly regarded
by Physicians, Nurse Practitioners and Physician Assistants.
• True
• False
On average what % recommend Diabetes Education to their patients?
• ~30%
• ~60%
• ~80%
AADE Tips for Reaching Prescribers www.diabeteseducator.org

Medicare not getting care

Congrats! You are a keeper

• 11% of the Medicare PWD in your institution
have received DSME

• >75% of patients that attend your class complete the
series
• You provide class participants with A1c lab slip to be
completed within 6 months
– Recent analysis shows 1.2% A1c reduction
• Challenge: Small referring base

Tips for Reaching Prescribers
• Building your contacts ?
• Pay for performance and quality improvement goals ?

AADE Tips for Reaching Prescribers
www.diabeteseducator.org

• Monitor response to treatment and make
recommendations ?
• Train on new devices and technology ?

AADE Tips for Reaching Prescribers www.diabeteseducator.org
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Lost and Found

How would you answer these questions?

• Drop out rate in your DSME class is 50%

• What is your relationship with providers?
• What do you do when a patient ‘no shows’?

• No shows show a problem

• Is there a way to make your program more interactive?
– Meet PWD where they are
– Treats? Prizes? Special events?

• How flexible are your class times?
Lee, J. (2015, May). Strategies to overcome patient no-shows. AADE in Practice.

Refresh

New competencies

• Build new competencies for 21st century
DSME

•
•
•
•

– Getting patients
– Keeping patients

Rapid assessment/ problem solving skills
• Find the right problem to solve: 5 whys
• Consider solutions
– Who knows
– Who cares
– Who can
• Pick a solution: Feasible and Sustainable
• Implement/ Evaluate

Rapid assessment skills
Communication skills
Clinical management skills
Business/ marketing skills

“We have fewer patient visits this year”
Patients do not keep appointments
Why?
Fewer appointments being made
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Patients do not keep appointments
Why?

Times inconvenient

Why?

Staff scheduling; access to space

“We have fewer patient visits this year”
Patients do not keep appointments
Why?

Why?

Have not made changes

Why?

Lack administrative support

Fewer appointments being made

Fewer appointments being made
Why?

Providers don’t know about us

Why?

New practices opened- we lack
relationship

Why?

Not sure how to market

Importance of stakeholders

• Influencing without authority
– Networking
– Coalition building- stakeholder analysis
– Persuading
– Negotiating

Clinical management skills

Stakeholder

Jim

Angie

Interest (WIIFM)

High

Low

Power

High

High

Characteristic

Advocate

Blocker

Project role

Champion

??

Keep informed

Manage closely

Communication

Communication skills: Lateral leadership

• Patient assessment
• National standards
• Lifelong learning

www.mindtools.com
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Business skills

Marketing skills

•
•
•
•

• Suspect to prospect to customer to
advocate
• Build authority
• Create visibility
• Give to get
• Keep focused

Marketing
Technology
Reimbursement
Competencies

The customer continuum
Suspect

May be interested; Unaware

Prospect

Has large patient base; No access to DSME
Is there and NP or PA in practice?

Customer Learn the pain points; Learn about provider;

Sell program with key messages
“diabetes education saves providers time,
is a Medicare/Medicaid benefit and
keeps patients safe.”

Inform; Make it easy;
Quick, concise follow-up

Advocate

Stay connected; Recognition;
Keep informed
Include as advisor

Gauthier, K., & Johnson, ,T. (2010). AADE in Practice

AADE slide deck: Diabetes Educators: Supporting You, Empowering Your Patients,
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Refresh

Teaching approaches

• Refine teaching approaches for today’s
person with diabetes

•
•
•
•

Flipping the classroom
Technology tools
Group activities
Evaluating learning

http://www.cdc.gov/diabetes/pubs/statsreport14/diabetes-infographic.pdf

www.bowperson.com

http://www.freetech4teachers.com/
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Evaluating learning
Reaction

Learning

Behavior

Results

Revitalize

The makeover

• Create a plan for a program makeover

• Attracting patients
– Problem solving; communication skills; business skills
• Teaching patients
– Contemporary teaching skills; clinical skills
• Sustaining the program
– Business and clinical skills
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Renew, Refresh, Revitalize
Barb Schreiner, PhD, APRN, CDE, BC-ADM, CPLP
Susan LaRue, RD, CDE
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